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YOUR VALUED CHOICE OF STOREFRONT

A durable, high-performance, and
less effort option for your storefronts.

“
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

ANODIZING

All Value storefronts profiles utilize Class I anodizing processes 

with a minimum coating thickness of 18 microns, which is a high-

performance anodize finish that withstands continuous outdoor 

exposure. This thick anodized coating provides a long lifespan without 

fading and requires little maintenance.

AAMA Classfication Class I Class II

Commonly
Described As

Minumum Coating 
Thickness

High Performance 
Anodizing

18 Microns

Commercial 
Anodizing

10 Microns

VALUE CHOICE
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Standard aluminum is an excellent conductor of heat and leads to a 

large amount of heat gain or loss through the frame and undermines 

the thermal performance of the storefront system.

The thermal break in Value Storefronts profiles significantly 

contributes to the thermal insulation of the units, preventing heat 

transfer through the fenestration system and improving the energy 

efficiency of the whole house. The break also benefits the noise 

resistance of the units by interrupting the sound characteristics 

through the profile, making it an ideal choice for your project.

THERMALLY BROKEN
All Value Storefronts profiles have a thermal break between the exterior and interior portions of the frame.



   The processes of Pre-Fab

Measure           Order            Receive Profileand Glass            Assemble onsite            Glazing            Finish

Finish your job sooner with PreFab Solutions from Value (Reduce your installation time by over 50%)

PRE-FAB ADVANTAGES

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

   The processes of Site-built

Measure            Calculate            Order            Receive Profile            Cut onsite            Assemble onsite

         Measure Glass and Order            Receive Glass            Glazing            Finish

*The time saved from Pre-cut

Site-Built

Pre-Fab

1 5 93 7 112 6 104 8 12 13
Day

Profile Cut 
Onsite

Storefront 
Assembly

GlazingProfile Order & 
Delivery

Glass Order & Delivery After Assembly

Profile Order & 
Delivery

Storefront 
Assembly

Glazing
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Site-Built

Measure

Traditional Site-Built installations 

involve taking field measurements

of each opening

Calculate

Then go back to the office to perform 

a complex calculation on how many 

profiles to order

Order

The order is then placed with the 

material vendor

Receive Profile

Then you wait for the profiles to get 

delivered, in the site-built situation, 

you will need to keep excessive 

inventory in your warehouse, or take 

the risk of not having enough to finish 

the job



At the job site, the installers then have 

to sort, field-cut, and drill each profile, 

all while trying to minimize mistakes. 

Then assemble those manually 

processed pieces together, most of 

the time will be consumed fixing and 

adjusting those manual works.

Measure Glass and Order

Then field measurement of glass begins 

and you’re waiting another 2-4 weeks 

to get the glass to glaze and complete 

the job.

Cut/Assemble Onsite

Receive Glass/ Glazing

Then field measurement of glass begins 

and you’re waiting another week to get 

the glass to glaze and complete the job.  

Finish

When all jobs are done, you’re still 

stuck with scrap that you either have 

to throw away or bring back to your 

shop if you can salvage it. 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
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Order your storefront installations PreFab from Value, and we will do all the cutting, drilling, and milling work for your project. Our equipment 

does all the work, making your installation quick and clean with an effortless installation process. 

Pre-Fab
Prefab for Less Headaches and a Quicker Install

Measure

The process starts with taking field 

measurements of the openings

Receive Profile and Glass

From there, we can either package each elevation 

neatly into cardboard boxes or sub-assemble 

each frame and screw them together for delivery 

to your job site, and with the Glass as well if you 

choose to order from us.

Order

And then you just need to send the info 

to our office. We will do all the material 

optimizations, cutting, and drilling for the 

profiles with our state-of-the-art fabrication 

equipment.



PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

THE BENEFITS INCLUDE

Reducing your Installation Time by over 50%
We optimize all our cuts, you never pay for any

more profile than you use!

Never paying for scrap from the

installation process

All PreFab kits are packaged for each opening, so

they are organized and easy to assemble

Assemble Onsite

Since all length and machining are generated 

automatically, all you need to do is simply 

identify the correct piece based on our label and 

assemble them together

Glazing

The Glass comes with pre-fabricated profiles at 

one time, so you can start glazing immediately 

after assembling or even do them together!

Finish

No excessive rest pieces will be left behind, we 

can save you from paying for extra profiles that 

end up being thrown away
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PRODUCT TYPES

SITE-BUILT STICK 
FABRICATION
Value stick fabrication series is designed for having 

everything on the job site under your control. If you are 

experienced in storefront installation or would like to 

stock profiles before explicit dimensions are determined. 

Just name the profiles you need, and we will package and 

send them out to you with our own truck.
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PRE-FAB
SCREW RACE
The modern and efficient method of storefront design 

utilizes the automatically generated dimension and 

machinings to precisely build the pieces for you to 

assemble on-site. All cuts, holes, slots, and accessories 

are calculated by our ERP system and fabricated with the 

world’s leading aluminum fabricating machinery. All for a 

smooth and seamless installation process.



In both configurations, various glass panel positions and glaze directions available:

PRODUCT TYPES

Glass Panel Position Glaze Direction

Center Plane

Offset Front

Offset Back

Outside glaze

(bottom)

Inside Glaze

(Top)
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ENTRANCE 
DOORS



Value Entrance doors are a perfect fit for our storefront 

system, we utilize the same design concept with 

storefronts frames to make it fit appearance, quality, and 

performance with each other. All ordered door panels 

are fabricated and assembled by our facility and shipped 

to you.

Multiple choices of hardware are available, it is also 

compatible with any standard storefront entrance 

hardware set.

ENTRANCE DOORS
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Single door outswing with push bar, 
closer

Single door both direction with 
regular lock, closer

TYPICAL DOOR CONFIGURATIONS



Double door outswing with regular 
lock, pivot hinge

Double door outswing with push bar 
and close

ENTRANCE DOORS
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Push Bar

Regular Door Lock

DOOR SASH OPTIONS LOCKING MECHANISM 
OPTIONS

4
inch

6 inch

3
inch

10 inch

Stile Width (3/4 inch)

Kick Plate (6/10 inch)



Hinges

Handles

HARDWARE OPTIONS

Continuous Hinge

Offset Rod Handle

Pivot Hinge

Offset D Handle

Closer

ENTRANCE DOORS
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(626) 962-7568 
www.valuewindowsdoors.com
1830 Flower Ave. Duarte, CA 91010

Contact


